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PLAYTILE 865 

Safety rubber tiles 

 

Safety tiles made of black or colored recycled SBR rubber in thickness from 2.5cm till 10cm and in dimensions 

of 50X50cm and 100X100cm. 

Consist of polyurethane resins and colored recycled SBR rubber. They create a safe flooring for playgrounds 

and kindergartens, for interior and exterior surfaces. They can be applied easily on stable surfaces of asphalt or 

cement (with the parallel use of PU FLEX 140) or even on compacted fine gravel. They provide excellent shock 

absorbency, according to European Standards (EN 1177) and BS EN 71-3: 1995.   

Thickness: 25mm to 100 mm 

Dimensions: 500mm X 500mm, 1000 x 1010 mm 

Tile Weight: 5.78 kg (+/- 0.1kg) for 40mm 

Tile Colours: Top layerPigmented: Green / Red (except black) 

Tile Colour - Bottom : Black SBR 

Material : Full SBR recycled rubber particles 

Bottom Drainage: 64 blocks (7 x 7 drainage lines) 

Quantity per 1m²: 4 pieces 

Critical fall height: 1.3m according to BS EN 1177: 2008 

 

Places of use: universally usable 

Installation: full glue down to the ground on bound sub-grounds or side-to-side gluing. 

Recommended glues: PU FLEX 140 polyurethane-based glue for total glue-down. Amount needed: app. 500-

800 gr/m². For side to side gluing use PU FLEX 140 or alternative. 

Tolerances and note about material: Tolerances in thickness: +/- 1 mm, 

*Tolerances in measurement: +/- 1 %. Rubber-tiles react to changes in temperature and humidity. This 

reaction can mostly be prevented by fully adhering the tiles to the ground (cementor asphalt). 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The information given here is true, represents our best knowledge and is based not only on laboratory work, but also on field experience. However, because of numerous factors 

affecting results we offer this information without any guarantee and no patent liability is assumed. For additional information or questions, contact the technical department of 

KDF LTD.  

 

 

 


